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SUSY with light 

neutralinos using white 
dwarf cooling?
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1. Why light neutralinos?

2. Why white dwarfs?
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1. Why light neutralinos?
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Assuming gaugino mass unification, limits on 
the chargino masses from LEP translate into a 
lower bound for the neutralino mass

How light can the neutralino be?

In this talk the neutralino is the 
Lightest Supersymmetric Particle 

(LSP)

m𝝌 > 46 GeV

BUT...
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Dropping this assumption, particle physics does 
NOT impose any bound on the mass of the 
neutralino.

Maybe astrophysics can put bounds on light 
neutralinos...

A massless neutralino LSP is possible!
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Supernovas and light neutralinos: SN 1987A bounds on supersymmetry reexamined
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For nonuniversal gaugino masses, collider experiments do not provide any lower bound on the mass of the
lightest neutralino. We review the supersymmetric parameter space which leads to light neutralinos, M #̃

!O(1 GeV), and find that such neutralinos are almost pure bino. In light of this, we examine the neutralino
lower mass bound obtained from supernova 1987A !SN 1987A". We consider the production of binos in both
electron-positron annihilation and nucleon-nucleon binostrahlung. For electron-positron annihilation, we take
into account the radial and temporal dependence of the temperature and degeneracy of the supernova core. We
also separately consider the Raffelt criterion and show that the two lead to consistent results. For the case of
bino production in nucleon-nucleon collisions, we use the Raffelt criterion and incorporate recent advances in
the understanding of the strong-interaction part of the calculation in order to estimate the impact of bino
radiation on the SN 1987A neutrino signal. Considering these two bino production channels allows us to
determine separate and combined limits on the neutralino mass as a function of the selectron and squark
masses. For M #̃$100 MeV values of the selectron mass between 300 and 900 GeV are inconsistent with the
supernova neutrino signal. On the other hand, in contrast to previous works, we find that SN 1987A provides
almost no bound on the squark masses: only a small window of values around 300 GeV can be excluded and
even then this window closes once M #̃"20 MeV.
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I. INTRODUCTION

If the supersymmetry-breaking, electroweak, gaugino
masses satisfy the grand-unified mass relation

M 1#
5
3 tan2%wM 2 , !1"

then, because CERN e$e% collider LEP chargino and
neutralino-pair-production searches set a lower bound on
M 2, there is a concomitant lower bound on M 1. These con-
straints on the mass matrix result !for the case of conserved
R parity" in a limit on the mass of the lightest neutralino, #̃
&1':

M #̃(46 GeV. !2"

However, Eq. !1" is not an inescapable consequence of
unification. For example, unification might occur through a
string theory without a simple gauge group &2'. References
&3,4' showed that if the assumption !1" is dropped and M 1
and M 2 are considered as independent free parameters then
there is currently no lower experimental bound on the neu-
tralino mass from collider experiments.1 In light of this situ-
ation, here we reconsider the bounds on neutralino properties
which can be determined from supernova 1987A !SN
1987A" &5–8'.

The basic idea is that in a supernova, neutralinos with
masses of the order of the supernova core temperature Tc
#O(30 MeV), can be produced in large numbers via
electron-positron annihilation &5,7' and nucleon-nucleon
(NN) ‘‘neutralinostrahlung’’ &6':

e$$e%!#̃$#̃ , !3"

N$N!N$N$#̃$#̃ . !4"

Once produced, the neutralinos have a mean-free path, )#̃ ,
in the supernova core which is determined via the cross sec-
tions for the processes &5–7':

#̃$e!#̃$e , !5"

#̃$N!#̃$N , !6"

as well as the electron and nucleon densities. If )#̃ is of the
order of the core size, Rc#O(10 km), or larger, the neutrali-
nos escape freely and thus cool the supernova rapidly. As the
supernova temperature drops, the neutrino scattering cross
section also drops and the neutrinos are no longer trapped,
thereby further hastening the cooling of the supernova. Thus,
neutralino cooling could significantly shorten the supernova
neutrino signal &9', in disagreement with the observation
from SN 1987A by the Kamiokande and IMB Collaborations
&10,11'. However, if the neutralinos have masses M #̃ much
greater than the supernova core temperature Tc then their
production is Boltzmann-factor suppressed and they affect
the cooling negligibly, independent of )#̃ . Demanding that
M #̃ be large enough that neutralino cooling does not mark-
edly alter the neutrino signal—particularly its time

1The sensitivity at LEP2 to the cross section *(ee!#̃1
0#̃2

0) in the
case where M #̃1

0 and M #̃2
0 are free parameters &1' can be compared

with the required sensitivity shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. &3'. It is then
clear that the light neutralino is not excluded by LEP2 but could
possibly be produced at a next-generation collider.
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Demand that the neutralino cooling doesn’t alter the 
measured neutrino signal.

The idea
Neutralinos can be produced in a supernova
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and escape, contributing to the supernova cooling.

pair production

neutralinostrahlung
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2. Why white dwarfs?
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Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)

picture from Wikipedia
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Figure 1. Left panel: luminosity functions obtained before the era of large surveys. The
di!erent symbols represent di!erent determinations: Liebert, Dahn & Monet (1985), • ; Evans
(1992), ; Oswalt, Smith, Wood & Hintzen (1996), !; Leggett, Ruiz & Bergeron (1998), ";
Knox, Hawkins & Hambly (1999), # . Right panel: luminosity functions derived from the
SDSS. One, , is composed by DA and non-DA white dwarfs identified from their photometry
and proper motion (Harris et al. 2008). The other, $%, is only composed by spectroscopically
identified DA white dwarfs (DeGennaro et al. 2008)

understood, and, finally, there is a solid and continuously growing observational background
that allows to test the di!erent theories. Therefore, if an additional source or sink of energy is
added, the characteristic cooling time is modified and these changes can be detected through the
anomalies introduced in the luminosity function or in the secular drift of the pulsation period
of degenerate variables — see Isern & Garćıa–Berro (2008) for details. In this paper we will
limit ourselves to study the changes introduced by the introduction of axions in the white dwarf
luminosity function.

2. The white dwarf luminosity function
The white dwarf luminosity function is defined as the number density of white dwarfs of a given
luminosity per unit magnitude interval:

n(l) =
! Ms

Mi

"(M)#(!)!cool(l,M) dM (1)

where

! = T & tcool(l,M) & tPS(M) (2)

and l = log(L/L!), M is the mass of the parent star (for convenience all white dwarfs are labeled
with the mass of the main sequence progenitor), tcool is the cooling time down to luminosity
l, !cool = dt/dMbol is the characteristic cooling time, Ms and Mi are the maximum and the
minimum masses of the main sequence stars able to produce a white dwarf of luminosity l, tPS

is the lifetime of the progenitor of the white dwarf, and T is the age of the population under
study. The remaining quantities, the initial mass function, "(M), and the star formation rate,
#(t), are not known a priori and depend on the properties of the stellar population under study.

2

WD luminosity function pre-SDSS

Isern, Catalán, García-Berro, Torres (2009)
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WD luminosity function after SDSS

Figure 1. Left panel: luminosity functions obtained before the era of large surveys. The
di!erent symbols represent di!erent determinations: Liebert, Dahn & Monet (1985), • ; Evans
(1992), ; Oswalt, Smith, Wood & Hintzen (1996), !; Leggett, Ruiz & Bergeron (1998), ";
Knox, Hawkins & Hambly (1999), # . Right panel: luminosity functions derived from the
SDSS. One, , is composed by DA and non-DA white dwarfs identified from their photometry
and proper motion (Harris et al. 2008). The other, $%, is only composed by spectroscopically
identified DA white dwarfs (DeGennaro et al. 2008)

understood, and, finally, there is a solid and continuously growing observational background
that allows to test the di!erent theories. Therefore, if an additional source or sink of energy is
added, the characteristic cooling time is modified and these changes can be detected through the
anomalies introduced in the luminosity function or in the secular drift of the pulsation period
of degenerate variables — see Isern & Garćıa–Berro (2008) for details. In this paper we will
limit ourselves to study the changes introduced by the introduction of axions in the white dwarf
luminosity function.

2. The white dwarf luminosity function
The white dwarf luminosity function is defined as the number density of white dwarfs of a given
luminosity per unit magnitude interval:

n(l) =
! Ms

Mi

"(M)#(!)!cool(l,M) dM (1)

where

! = T & tcool(l,M) & tPS(M) (2)

and l = log(L/L!), M is the mass of the parent star (for convenience all white dwarfs are labeled
with the mass of the main sequence progenitor), tcool is the cooling time down to luminosity
l, !cool = dt/dMbol is the characteristic cooling time, Ms and Mi are the maximum and the
minimum masses of the main sequence stars able to produce a white dwarf of luminosity l, tPS

is the lifetime of the progenitor of the white dwarf, and T is the age of the population under
study. The remaining quantities, the initial mass function, "(M), and the star formation rate,
#(t), are not known a priori and depend on the properties of the stellar population under study.

(2009) 012005 doi:10.1088/1742-6596/172/1/012005

2

Isern, Catalán, García-Berro, Torres (2009)
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Do we understand the physics of WD cooling well?

Are the latest SDSS measurements precise enough to 
be used to put significant bounds on new physics from 

WD cooling?

YES

Maybe. Let’s try!
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What’s a white dwarf anyway?

• It’s a star with a typical mass of 0.6 M⦿ that 
has burnt all its fuel. It consists mostly of 
nuclei of carbon and oxygen and of highly 
degenerate electrons. 

• It’s a simple object! It just cools down via 
emission of photons and neutrinos.
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Neutrino cooling

230 Chapter 6

With the dimensionless coupling constants CV and CA given in Ap-
pendix B the neutral-current !-e-interaction is

Lint = !GF"
2
"e#!(CV ! CA#5)"e ""#

!(1! #5)"" . (6.85)

The vector-current has the same structure that pertains to the elec-
tron interaction with photons, Lint = !ie"e#!"e A!. Therefore, af-
ter performing a thermal average over the electron forward scattering
amplitudes the plasmon decay is represented by the Feynman graph
Fig. 6.12 which is identical with Fig. 6.1 with one photon line replaced
by a neutrino pair. As far as the electrons are concerned, photon for-
ward scattering # # # is the same as the conversion # # !!.

Fig. 6.12. Photon-neutrino coupling by the photon polarization tensor; the
second photon line in Fig. 6.1 was replaced by a neutrino pair.

Put another way, in a plasma the propagation of an electromagnetic
excitation is accompanied by an organized oscillation of the electrons.
This is particularly obvious for longitudinal modes which are the col-
lective oscillation of the electron gas, but it also applies to transverse
modes. The collective motion is the medium response Jind = !A to
an electromagnetic excitation, a response which is characterized by the
polarization tensor. The coherent electron oscillations serve as sources
for the neutrino current whence they emit neutrino pairs.

The electron collective motion is an oscillation of their location or
density while their spins remain una"ected apart from relativistic cor-
rections. Because the axial-vector current represents the electron spin
density, and because to lowest order no collective spin motion is ex-
pected as a response to an electromagnetic excitation, the axial-vector
neutrino coupling to electrons will contribute very little to plasmon de-
cay. This remains true in a relativistic plasma. For example, Koyama,
Itoh, and Munakata (1986) found numerically that the axial vector con-
tributes less than 0.01% to neutrino emission by the plasma process for
all conditions of astrophysical interest. A detailed study of the axial
response function can be found in Braaten and Segel (1993). For the

“Plasmon” process

Photon cooling

Neutrino cooling

Figure 2. Theoretical luminosity functions of white dwarfs. The observational data are the
same represented in the right panel of figure 1. Solid lines were obtained for di!erent ages of
the Galaxy — from left to right: 10, 11, 12 and 13 Gyr — and a constant star formation rate.
Dotted lines were obtained using an age of 11 Gyr but exponentially decreasing star formation
rates, with ! = 0.5, 3 and 5 Gyr. All the luminosity functions have been normalized to the same
observational data point.

The computed luminosity function is usually normalized to the bin with the smallest error bar,
traditionally the one with l = 3, in order to compare theory with observations. Equation 1
shows that in order to use the luminosity function as a physical laboratory it is necessary to
have good enough observational data and to know the galactic properties that are used in this
equation (the star formation rate, the initial mass function and the age of the Galaxy).

The first luminosity function was derived four decades ago (Weidemann 1968) and since then
it has been noticeably improved, see the left panel of Fig. 1. The monotonic behavior of this
function clearly proves that the evolution of white dwarfs is just a cooling process. The sharp
cut-o! at low luminosities is a consequence of the finite age of the Galaxy. The availability
of data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is noticeably improving the accuracy of the
new luminosity functions. The one by Harris (2006) was built from a sample of 6000 DA and
non-DA white dwarfs with accurate photometry and proper motions culled from the SDSS Data
Release 3 and the USNO-B catalogue, whereas the one obtained by DeGennaro et al. (2008)
was constructed from a sample of 3528 spectroscopically identified DA white dwarfs from the
SDSS Data Release 4 (see the right panel of Figure 1). The quality of the data, specially in the
central part of the bright branch, is so good that they allow to start testing the inclusion of new
physics in the cooling process of white dwarfs.

It is evident that before introducing new ingredients it is necessary to have a good model of
cooling able to reproduce as accurately as possible the observations. It is worthwhile here to
remember that when the luminosity is large, Mbol < 8, the evolution is dominated by neutrino
emission. In this phase the main uncertainties come from our poor knowledge of the initial
conditions. Fortunately, it has been shown that all the initial thermal structures converge
towards a unique one. For smaller luminosities, 8 ! Mbol ! 12, the main source of energy is
of gravothermal origin. In this phase, the Coulomb plasma coupling parameter is not large and
the cooling can be accurately described. Furthermore, the energy flux through the envelope is
controlled by a thick non-degenerate or partially degenerate layer with an opacity dominated

Journal of Physics: Conference Series 172 (2009) 012005 doi:10.1088/1742-6596/172/1/012005
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Isern, Catalán, García-Berro, Torres (2009)
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Neutralino cooling
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amplitudes the plasmon decay is represented by the Feynman graph
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Put another way, in a plasma the propagation of an electromagnetic
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This is particularly obvious for longitudinal modes which are the col-
lective oscillation of the electron gas, but it also applies to transverse
modes. The collective motion is the medium response Jind = !A to
an electromagnetic excitation, a response which is characterized by the
polarization tensor. The coherent electron oscillations serve as sources
for the neutrino current whence they emit neutrino pairs.
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rections. Because the axial-vector current represents the electron spin
density, and because to lowest order no collective spin motion is ex-
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Figure 2. Theoretical luminosity functions of white dwarfs. The observational data are the
same represented in the right panel of figure 1. Solid lines were obtained for di!erent ages of
the Galaxy — from left to right: 10, 11, 12 and 13 Gyr — and a constant star formation rate.
Dotted lines were obtained using an age of 11 Gyr but exponentially decreasing star formation
rates, with ! = 0.5, 3 and 5 Gyr. All the luminosity functions have been normalized to the same
observational data point.

The computed luminosity function is usually normalized to the bin with the smallest error bar,
traditionally the one with l = 3, in order to compare theory with observations. Equation 1
shows that in order to use the luminosity function as a physical laboratory it is necessary to
have good enough observational data and to know the galactic properties that are used in this
equation (the star formation rate, the initial mass function and the age of the Galaxy).

The first luminosity function was derived four decades ago (Weidemann 1968) and since then
it has been noticeably improved, see the left panel of Fig. 1. The monotonic behavior of this
function clearly proves that the evolution of white dwarfs is just a cooling process. The sharp
cut-o! at low luminosities is a consequence of the finite age of the Galaxy. The availability
of data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is noticeably improving the accuracy of the
new luminosity functions. The one by Harris (2006) was built from a sample of 6000 DA and
non-DA white dwarfs with accurate photometry and proper motions culled from the SDSS Data
Release 3 and the USNO-B catalogue, whereas the one obtained by DeGennaro et al. (2008)
was constructed from a sample of 3528 spectroscopically identified DA white dwarfs from the
SDSS Data Release 4 (see the right panel of Figure 1). The quality of the data, specially in the
central part of the bright branch, is so good that they allow to start testing the inclusion of new
physics in the cooling process of white dwarfs.

It is evident that before introducing new ingredients it is necessary to have a good model of
cooling able to reproduce as accurately as possible the observations. It is worthwhile here to
remember that when the luminosity is large, Mbol < 8, the evolution is dominated by neutrino
emission. In this phase the main uncertainties come from our poor knowledge of the initial
conditions. Fortunately, it has been shown that all the initial thermal structures converge
towards a unique one. For smaller luminosities, 8 ! Mbol ! 12, the main source of energy is
of gravothermal origin. In this phase, the Coulomb plasma coupling parameter is not large and
the cooling can be accurately described. Furthermore, the energy flux through the envelope is
controlled by a thick non-degenerate or partially degenerate layer with an opacity dominated

Journal of Physics: Conference Series 172 (2009) 012005 doi:10.1088/1742-6596/172/1/012005
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Neutrino cooling
+ 

Neutralino cooling

Isern, Catalán, García-Berro, Torres (2009)
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The name of the game

• Standard-Model particle physics already gives a very 
good fit to the WD luminosity function (LF).

• Add the neutralino-cooling contribution, compute 
the new LF curve and its chi square fit to the data.

• Establish a chi-square criterium to put bounds on 
this new contribution.

• As a first step, take a the neutralino to be massless. 
This will set bounds on the selectron mass.
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Time for answers?

Can we put bounds on SUSY with light neutralinos 
using white dwarf cooling?

YES

Are the latest SDSS measurements precise enough to 
be used to put significant bounds on new physics from 

WD cooling?

Maybe. Let’s try!
Unfortunately not for the SUSY neutralino and selectron, 

the bounds are not significant.
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The hope

With the “expertise” gained doing this exercise, 
study different new physics models and see if we 

can put significant bounds.
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Advertisement

GREAT
BOOK!!
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